The 70WP4 LED color monitor is capable of connecting and viewing up to 4 cameras simultaneously. This waterproof 7-inch monitor delivers a sharp high-resolution display, capacitive touch keys, and parking distance grid lines to help guide backing maneuvers. In addition, the 70WP4’s multiple split screen functions allow drivers to focus on one camera while keeping an eye on other views, creating the ideal solution for vehicles with additional articulating equipment.

**DISPLAY SIZE**
7"

**ASPECT RATIO**
16:9

**RESOLUTION**
800 × 480

**VIDEO STANDARD**
NTSC / PAL (selectable)

**AUDIO**
Yes; integrated speaker

**AUDIO / VIDEO IN**
1 × Audio / 1 × Video

**AUDIO / VIDEO OUT**
1 × Video

**CAMERAS SUPPORTED**
4 ×

**SHUTTERS SUPPORTED**
2 ×

**SENSORS**
5 ×

**DISPLAY MODE**
Single / Split / Triple / Quad / PiP

**PARKING DISTANCE GRID LINES**
Yes

**MIRROR IMAGE**
Yes; automatic

**BRIGHTNESS**
500 cd/m²

**DIMMER**
Manual/Auto (selectable)

**BACKLIT BUTTONS**
Yes; LED

**ON-SCREEN DISPLAY CONTROL**
Day/Night Sensor, Brightness, Contrast, Color, Tint, Mirror/Normal, Day/Night Mode, Scale

**VIBRATION**
7G

**IP RATING**
IP69K

**CONTROL BOX**
Integrated

**POWER REQUIREMENT**
10 ~ 32V DC

**POWER CONSUMPTION**
30W

**OPERATING TEMPERATURE**
-22° F ~ 176° F (-30° C ~ 80° C)

**STORAGE TEMPERATURE**
-40° F ~ 185° F (-40° C ~ 85° C)

**DIMENSIONS (W × H × D)**
7.6 × 4.8 × 1.2 in (193 × 121.9 × 30.5 mm)

**WEIGHT**
1.6 lb (25.6 oz)

**PART NUMBER**
SV-LED70WP4

**FEATURES**
- Waterproof enclosure
- 4 camera inputs
- 5 automatic trigger wires
- Built-in speaker
- Single, split, triple, quad and PiP display modes